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Microscopic theory for quantum mirages in quantum corrals
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Scanning tunneling microscopy permits us to image the Kondo resonance of a single magnetic atom ad-
sorbed on a metallic surface. When the magnetic impurity is placed at the focus of an elliptical quantum corral,
a Kondo resonance has been recently observed both on top of the impurity and on top of the focus where no
magnetic impurity is present. This projection of the Kondo resonance to a remote point on the surface is
referred to as quantum mirage. We present a quantum mechanical theory for the quantum mirage inside an
ideal quantum corral and predict that the mirage will occur in corrals with shapes other than elliptical.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Scanning tunneling microscopy~STM! allows the ma-
nipulation of single atoms on top of a surface1 as well as the
construction of quantum structures of arbitrary shape. Ad
tionally, the differential conductance,G(V)[dI/dV, is pro-
portional to thelocal density of states~LDOS! of the surface
spot below the tip.2 Hence, STM can be used to modify an
to measure the LDOS.

A STM was used by Crommieet al. to build a quantum
corral, i.e., a 71 Å radius circle made with 48 atoms of ir
on top of a surface of copper.3 The free motion of the elec
trons along the surface changed in the presence of the
atoms so that quasibound states appeared inside the c
The measured LDOS was quite similar to that of a gas
noninteracting electrons inside a circular confining potent

More recently, STM has permitted to study the proble
of a single magnetic impurity embedded in the two
dimensional electron gas formed on a metallic surface4,5

This is the famous Kondo problem. Below the Kondo te
peratureTK a many electron singlet state forms so that
spin of the magnetic impurity is screened by the conduct
electrons. As a consequence, the impurity density of st
develops a resonance at the Fermi energy~the Abrikosov-
Suhl resonance6,7!. When the STM tip is placed on top of th
magnetic impurity,G(V) displays a narrow dip around th
Fermi level.4,5 The dip ~instead of the resonance! is due to
the fact that the STM tip mainly measures the LDOS of
surface electrons, perturbed by the magnetic impurity,
stead of measuring directly the impurity density of stat
The asymmetric dip corresponds to a Fano-type curve, wh
can be produced either by:~1! the interference between th
tunneling from the tip to the surface and the direct tunnel
to the magnetic atom,4,5,8,9 or ~2! by the details of the free
surface band.10 The depth of the dip decreases gradually
the lateral distance between the tip and the impurity is
creased. This permits us to image the magnetic atom.
dip vanishes when lateral tip-magnetic impurity distance
bigger than 10 Å, which is twicekF

21 , the inverse of the
Fermi vector.

This situation is dramatically changed when the magn
impurity is placed at the focus of an elliptical corral of si
smaller than 150 Å,11 built on the Cu~111! surface. In this
0163-1829/2001/63~15!/155406~7!/$20.00 63 1554
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configuration, the Kondo dip is observed not only on t
focus where the magnetic impurity is located but also on
empty focus, which can be as far as 110 Å away from th
impurity. Remarkably, the phantom dip is not observed
neither the tip or the impurity are not at the foci. The ph
nomenon of the phantom dip is referred to as thequantum
mirage.11 In this paper, we provide a quantum-mechanic
theory for this phenomenon. In particular we want to addr
the issue ofunder which conditions the quantum mirage c
be observedandwhether an elliptical corral is necessary t
obtain the mirage. We show that the elliptical geometry i
convenient but not necessary and we show that there is
need to invoke semiclassical arguments to explain the
rage.

The structure of this paper is as follows: In Sec. II w
review the theoretical framework adequate to study the qu
tum mirage. First, we present the Hamiltonian of a surfa
with both a magnetic impurity and a quantum corral. Th
we give a formal expression for the relation betweenG(V)
and the surface LDOS. Our original contribution starts
Sec. III, where we give a qualitative explanation for t
quantum mirage. In Sec. IV we present quantitative res
for elliptical quantum corrals and in Sec. V, we discuss o
results, as well as the limitations of our theory.

II. THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK

A. The Hamiltonian of the surface

The Hamiltonian of the surface is an extension of the w
known Anderson model12 to the case in which the electron
feel the potential produced by the atoms creating the cor

Hsurf5(
n,s

encn,s
† cn,s1ed(

s
ds

†ds1Ud↑
†d↑d↓

†d↓

1Vh(
n,s

cn* ~RW I !cn,s
† ds1H.c. ~1!

en andcn(RW ) are the eigenvalues and eigenfunctions of
surface corral Hamiltonian.cn,s

† andds
† create an electron in

the staten of the corral, and in the magnetic impurity, re
spectively. In this paper, we only consider the states from
metallic surface band, which seem to give the main con
©2001 The American Physical Society06-1
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bution to the LDOS measured by the STM.2,3,11 The first
term in Eq. ~1! describes the Fermi sea formed by fillin
these states. The second term in Eq.~1! is the impurity
single-particle energy. The third term is the on-site repuls
felt whenever two electrons are at the impurity site. The l
term describes the hopping between the surface and the
purity states. In the Anderson model, this coupling is loc
ized at the impurity siteRW I . From the formal point of view,
the presence of the corral is accounted for by replacing
plane waves, which diagonalize the free-surface elec
Hamiltonian, by the corral states. Throughout the paper,
neglect the magnetic moment of the corral atoms. This
justified because the mirage appears also when the c
atoms are nonmagnetic.11

It must also be noted that Hamiltonian~1! does not con-
tain any scattering from the surface states to the bulk sta
a process that could occur due to the presence of both
impurity and the corral atoms. These physical proces
should be considered in order to have a more quantita
theory of this system, something beyond the scope of
paper.

B. G„V,R¢ … vs LDOS

We now review the link between the quantity measured
the experiments,G(V,RW )5dI/dV(RW ), the differential con-
ductance measured when the tip is at positionRW on the sur-
face, and the surface Green’s function,GS(RW ,e1). The
Hamiltonian of the whole system, tip and surface, can
written as the sum of three terms,H5H tip1Hsurf1H tun. The
first is the Hamiltonian of the tip. The second, given in E
~1!, corresponds to the Hamiltonian of the surface, includ
the corral and the magnetic impurity. The third is the tunn
ing ~Bardeen! Hamiltonian, which describes processes
which an electron is transferred between the tip and
surface9,13

H tun5(
s

As
†
„tcCs~RW !1tdds…1H.c., ~2!

where

Cs
†~RW !5(

n
cn* ~RW !cn,s

† , ~3!

creates a surface electron in the spin states at the positionRW

of the surface andAs
† creates an electron in the tip.tc is the

tunneling amplitude to the surface states andtd is the ampli-
tude for tunneling directly to the magnetic impurity.td has to
be taken into account only when the tip is located very n
the magnetic adatom (RW 'RW I). We assume the knowledge o
the eigenstates of the tip and the surface Hamiltonians
treat the tunneling term as a perturbation. To lowest orde
the tunneling Hamiltonian and low enough temperatures,
ear response predicts9,14

dI

dV
~RW ![G~V,RW !5

4pe2

\
rTrS~eF1eV,RW !, ~4!
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where eV is the voltage drop andrT is the density of states
of the tip ~assumed to be energy independent in the vicin
of eF). We follow the convention that positive eV mean
electrons flowing towards the surface. Finally, the local d
sity of states of the surfacerS is related to the retarded su
face Green’s function through the relation

rS~RW ,eF1eV!52
1

p
Im@GS~RW ,eF1eV!#. ~5!

GS is the retarded Green’s function corresponding to the
eratortcCs(RW )1tdds , and is given by6,9

GS~RW ,e1!5tc
2Gc~RW ,RW ,e1!1Gd~e1!„td1tcVh

3Gc~RW ,RW I ,e1!…„td1tcVhGc~RW I ,RW ,e1!…,

~6!

wheree1[e1 ih. In the surface Green’s function~6!, two
different propagators appear. The first is the impurity fr
(U50,Vh50) surface Green’s function

Gc~RW 1 ,RW 2 ,e1!5(
n

cn* ~RW 1!cn~RW 2!

e12en

. ~7!

The second is the Green’s function at the impurity si
whose evaluation is the difficult part of the many-bo
problem.6 For temperatures much lower thanTK , Gd can be
approximated by the Green’s function of an effective re
nant level with a broadeningkBTK

Gd~e1!5
ZK

e2eF1 ikBTK
, ~8!

whereZK is chosen so that the impurity propagator fulfil
the Friedel sum rule:6

ZK'
kBTK

pVh
2r

, ~9!

where r52(1/p) Im@Gc(RW I ,RW I ,eF)# is the impurity-free
surface LDOS at the impurity site and ateF . A necessary
condition for the appearance of the Kondo resonance is
the conduction band is formed by a quasicontinuum of sta
with energy spacingD,kBTK .15 In the case of the quantum
corrals that we study belowD.kBTK . However, the broad-
ening,d, of these states, fulfillsd.kBTK , so that the density
of states~in the absence of the magnetic impurity! is almost
flat close toeF and we can use Eq.~8!.

The surface Green’s function can be expressed now a

GS~RW ,e1!5tc
2FGc~RW ,RW ,e1!1

kBTK /pr

e2eF1 ikBTK

3S td

tcVh
1Gc~RW ,RW I ,e1! D

3S td

tcVh
1Gc~RW I ,RW ,e1! D G . ~10!

For the casetd50 ~tip located far from the magnetic impu
rity! we can eliminate the parameterVh from our problem,
6-2
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due to the Friedel sum rule. When the tip is placed exactl
the magnetic impurity site (RW 5RW I), td is no longer zero and
we need to estimate the parametertd /(tcVh). To do that, we
proceed as follows. In the absence of corral atoms, we
proximate the impurity free-surface Green’s function
Gc(RW I ,RW I ,e1)'2 ipr0 and one obtains the well-know
Fano function for the differential conductance through
tip5,9

G~V,RW I !5
4pe2

\
rTr0tc

2
~q1e8!2

11e82 , ~11!

wheree85(eV2eF)/kBTK , pr0q5td /(tcVh) andr0 is the
LDOS at the Fermi Level for the surface states in the
sence of quantum corral.q is the Fano parameter that dete
mines the shape of theG(V,RW I) curves. It can can take val
ues between 0~symmetric dip! and ` ~Breit-Wigner!. We
obtain q, and thereforetd /(tcVh), by fitting the G(V,RW I)
curve to the Fano line shape in the case of tunneling thro
the magnetic adatom in the absence of corral. We have
sumed a flat conduction band for the 2D surface electro
Hence, the Fano line shape is governed by the interplay
tweentd andtc . Under this assumption, the casetd50 ~that
is, tunneling only from the tip to the surface electrons! im-
plies a symmetric dip inG(V,RW I), and the only possibility
for an asymmetric dip to be observed is a nonzero value
td . Thus, we are neglecting the possible effects of the s
face band structure, in particular, the possibility of havi
Re@Gc(RW I ,RW I ,e1)#Þ0. A comparison of our theory with the
experiment in Ref. 11 will allow us to check the validity o
this assumption.

III. THE QUANTUM MIRAGE: QUALITATIVE
EXPLANATION

In this section we give a qualitative explanation of t
mirage, based on the general formalism of the previous
tion. We need to do several plausible hypotheses.

We suppose that the mirage is produced by quasibo
states of the corral~an assumption that is consistent with t
experiments11!. Hence, we approximate the conductio
Green’s function by

Gc~RW 1 ,RW 2 ,e1!'(
n

cn* ~RW 1!cn~RW 2!

e2en1 id
, ~12!

whered, the broadening of the quasibound corral states
roughly 20 meV.16

An additional approximation can be done if any of t
two following statements holds

~1! The level spacing between the energies of the qu
bound states is much bigger thand.

~2! The level spacing is lower thand but, due to the
geometry of the quantum corral, only a few of the bou
wave functions take a non-negligible value at the magn
impurity site RW I . If the energy separation of these states
bigger thand, then only one of these states will transmit t
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quantum mirage, as is evident from Eq.~12!. This condition
is fulfilled in the case of the elliptic corral, as we will sho
below.

In any of these two situations, whenever there is a qu
bound state that simultaneously has an energy neareF and a
non-negligible density atRW I , we can replace Eq.~12! in Eq.
~10! by

Gc~RW ,RW I ,e1!'
ceF

* ~RW !ceF
~RW I !

e2eF1 id
. ~13!

In the next section we shall use the complete expression~12!
for our calculations.

Our last approximation is to assumetd!tc . A finite td is
considered in the next section.

When we put together all these approximations,
change inG(V,RW ) due to the presence of the impurity inRW I
reads

dG~V,RW !'2
4e2Vh

2tc
2

\
rTuceF

~RW !u2uceF
~RW I !u2

3ImS 1

~eV1 id!2

1

eV1 ikBTK
D . ~14!

For eV!d we can write

dG~V,RW !}2uceF
~RW !u2uceF

~RW I !u2
kBTK

~eV!21~kBTK!2
.

~15!

Equation~15! is the most important result of this section. W
want to highlight several points:

~i! The spectral change inG(V) is a dip of width kBTK
centered around eV50, as observed in the
experiments.4,5,11

~ii ! According to Eq.~15!, the dip is projected to any
point RW of the corral with an strength given b
uceF

(RW )u2uceF
(RW I)u2. Therefore, the projection is

magnified when both the impurity and the tip are
points where the Fermi level corral wave functio
peaks. The projection disappears when either the
purity or the observation point are located in a min
mum. As we show in the next section, for the ecce
tricity of the experiment,11 the wave function of the
elliptical corral at the Fermi level has its maxim
close, but notat the foci. This result is in agreemen
with the experimental observation, but reduces the
portance of the role played by the foci.

~iii ! The wave function at the Fermi level of any quantu
corral has several maxima so that we predict the
rage can be observed in other geometries. A poss
candidate is the stadium corral shown in Fig. 3
Ref. 17 Therefore, an elliptical geometry is not
needed to observe the mirage.
6-3
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To conclude this section, we compare Eq.~15!, valid for a
confined geometry, with the case of an impurity in a tra
lationally invariant surface. In both cases the surface Gree
functionGs is the sum of two contributions, the impurity-fre
contributionGc and the scattering contribution@see Eq.~6!#.
The first accounts for the paths in which the electron d
not interact with the impurity and the second accounts for
paths in which the electron does indeed interact with
impurity. Hence,the local density of states in any point
the surface contains information about the impurity.

In the case of the free surface~without corral!, a con-
tinuum of quantum states with differentkW carries that infor-
mation so that destructive interference takes place at
tances of the order of 2kF

21 , the inverse of the Fermi vector.6

In contrast, when the electrons interact with the corral ato
the information is carried, essentially, by a few quantu
states, so that the destructive interference is less effic
Equation ~15! is derived assuming that a single quantu
state is carrying the information so that there is no interf
ence at all.

IV. THE MIRAGE IN THE ELLIPSE

In this section we study the mirage in an elliptical corr
Following the ideas of the previous section, we model
Green’s function of the surface states by that of the electr
confined in an hard wall elliptical corral. In order to compa
with experiment,11 we consider the case in which the corr
is built on a Cu~111! surface. We replace the real eigenva
ues of the corralen by en2 id, in order to model the inelastic
processes, such as scattering to the bulk states. It turns
that the problem of a quantum particle confined in an ellip
can be solvedanalytically. To do that, we write the Schro¨-
dinger equation in elliptical coordinates

x5aecos@u# cosh@h# ~16!

y5aesin@u# sinh@h#, ~17!

wherea and e are the semimajor axis and eccentricity, r
spectively. The Helmholtz equation in this coordinate syst
is separable, so that the eigenstates of the problem ca
written as

c~u,h!5Q~u!L~h!. ~18!

The Schro¨dinger equation is written as

d2L~h!

dh2
2~a22k cosh@2h#!L~h!50,

d2Q~u!

du2
1~a22k cos@2u#!Q~u!50,

k5
m* ~ea!2e

2\2
, ~19!

wherea is the separation constant,e is the particle energy
and m* is the electron effective mass that, in the Cu~111!
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surface band is 0.38 me.2,3 For a givenk, only a discrete set
of a r(k) meet the requirementQ(u)5Q(u12 pi). The el-
liptical hard wall condition readsL(h0)50. It is clear that
h5h0 defines an ellipse of eccentricitye5(cosh@h0#)

(21).
For eacha r(k) there is a discrete number ofkn compatible
with the hard wall boundary condition. With all this in mind
we find two types of physically possible solutions for th
particle inside the hard wall ellipse:

cn,c~u,h!5cer~kn
c ,u!Cer~kn

c ,h!,

cn,s~u,h!5ser~kn
s ,u!Ser~kn

s ,h!, ~20!

wherece, se, Se, andCe are the Mathieu functions.18 Of
course, we haveSer(kn

s ,h0)50 andCer(kn
c ,h0)50. These

equations permit us to find the spectrum. In Fig. 1 we plo
part of the spectrum of an ellipse withe50.5 and a
571.3 Å.

In Fig. 2 we plot the LDOS at the focus in the absence
a magnetic impurity. It is clear that only a few states of F

FIG. 1. Energy spectrum of an elliptical quantum corral w
e50.5 and semimajor axis,a571.3 Å, on a Cu~111! surface.

FIG. 2. LDOS at a focus of the elliptical quantum corral wi
e50.5,a571.3 Å when no magnetic impurity is present.
6-4
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FIG. 3. Left panel: magnitude of the wav
function at the Fermi level for the ellipse witha
571.3 Å,e50.5. Right panel: Change in the dif
ferential conductance due to the impurity at th

left focus, 2dG(V,RW ), normalized to the value
in the maximum. Scale code: 0.75–15white,0
5black,0 –0.75: grey scale!.
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1 contribute significantly to the LDOS at the focus. The e
ergy separation between these levels is much larger thad
520 meV. There is one of these quasibound wave functi
that has an energy of 447.5 meV, very neareF @which, for
the Cu~111! surface band is 450 meV#. We can thus explain
the experimental observation of a quantum mirage in
quantum corral11 using the results of Sec. III.

In the left panel of Fig. 3 we show a contour plot of th
wave function at the Fermi level for this ellipse. It must
stressed that the Fermi wave function maxima are locate
a distance of 3.28 Å of the closest focus. The lattice c
stant of Cu~111! is 2.55 Å. Hence, experimentally it is ver
difficult to distinguish between the foci and the maxima.

The knowledge of the corral spectrum and wave functio
permits us to calculateG(V,RW ) for the elliptical corral via
Eqs.~4!, ~5!, ~7!, and~10!. In Fig. 3~right panel!, we plot the
difference between theG(V,RW ) map, with and without the
impurity, for eV50.19 In our calculations we take the valu
kBTK54.6 meV (TK550 K), as observed in Ref. 11. I
this experimentT54 K, so that conditionT!TK is fulfilled.
The change in the differential conductance occurs not onl
the focus where the impurity is located but also at the em
focus, located 71 Å away from the impurity. The fingerpr
of the Kondo effect is thus dominantly located around
impurity and around the empty focus. The similitude b
tween the left and the right panel in Fig. 3 supports our cla
that the wave function of the corral at the Fermi lev
projects the Kondo dip from the impurity to the other focu
Our Fig. 3 should be compared with Figs. 3~c! and 3~d! of
Ref. 11. In the case of surface without corral, the Kon
signature would be localized around the impurity, being n
ligible at a distance larger than 2kF

21.6

In Fig. 4 ~left panel!, we plotG(V) when the tip is on top
of the focus where the impurity is located@compare to Fig.
4~a! of Ref. 11#. For this calculation we have used seve
values for the ratiotd /(tcVh). The thick line shows the resu
obtained whenq50.2, the value deduced from the fitting o
G(V) without a corral, following the method based on a fl
conduction band, outlined in Sec. II. The thin lines show
result for different values oftd /(tcVh), corresponding to dif-
ferent values ofq, as defined under Eq.~11!. Comparison of
these curves with Ref. 11 shows that other values thaq
50.2 can reproduce more accurately the experimental
sults. This may be an indication that the simple proced
outlined in Sec. II is not completely justified. U´ jsághy et al.
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have shown that the detailed band structure of the sur
electrons can contribute to the Fano parameterq, and should
be taken into account in order to deduce the exact value
td /(tcVh) from the conductance curves without quantu
corral. Our theory is in agreement with the main experime
tal result: the existence of a Kondo resonance at the em
focus, more than 80 Å away from the magnetic impurity.
must be stressed, however, that in our model, the dip
served on top of the magnetic impurity and the one obser
on top of the empty focus have different line shapes, a
there exists a factor of two between their intensities. In
experiment, the attenuation factor is approximately eight a
both the original dip and the ghost are more symmetric.
order to remove this discrepancy, a less phenomenolog
theory for inelastic processes, like scattering from surfa
states to bulk states, would be necessary. We predict also
combinations of surface and adatoms for which inelas
scattering is smaller than for Co and Cu would increase
size of the mirage. In Fig. 5 we also showG(V) when the tip
is not at a maximum of the Fermi corral eigenstate. In tho
situations the mirage is not present, in agreement with
experiments.11

In Fig. 6 we plot the intensity of the mirage~the dip

FIG. 4. Calculated dips at the focus with a magnetic impur
~left panel! and at the empty focus~right panel! of the elliptical
corral of Fig. 3. In the left panel we show several curves obtain
with different values oftd /(tcVh) corresponding to possible value
of the parameterq in the case of the surface without a corral. Th
thick line shows the result obtained forq50.2, the parameter de
duced from the fitting of the experimental curves when no corra
present.
6-5
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amplitude! as a function ofa, keepinge50.5. In Ref. 11, an
oscillatory dependence of the mirage effect as a functiona
~for fixed e) was mentioned, the oscillation period bein
lF /4. Our calculation is consistent with that claim. How
ever, we obtain a curve with more structure. The Fou
transform of the intensity of the mirage shows several pea
the largest of which is located atlF/4, in agreement with the
experiment. In Fig. 6 we also plot the number of occup
states inside the corral, as a function ofa, and keepingeF
constant at 450 meV. We see that most of the changes in
occupation number do not lead to large changes in the
rage strength. The mirage is only enhanced when a partic

FIG. 5. G(V) at the pointsRW 5(25,0) Å ~left panel! and RW

5(35.7,25) Å~right panel! of the elliptical quantum corral of Fig
3, when a magnetic impurity is placed at the left focus. We take
center of the ellipse as the origin of coordinates.

FIG. 6. Thick line: Dip amplitude as a function ofa, dip(a), for
an elliptical corral withe50.5. We displaya in Å ~upper axis! and
in lF/4 units ~lower axis!. Thin line: number of occupied quas
bound wave functions inside the ellipse. In the inset we display
Fourier Transformf (aT)}*0

`dip(a)exp(2i2pa/aT)da of this curve
as a function of the period. We see that the curve peaks
aT /(lF/4)51.
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kind of states, whose wave function is heavily peaked v
close to the foci, is occupied. This rule was also observed
the experiments.11

For the ellipse withe50.786 in Ref. 11, we have bee
able to reproduce all the results obtained for the ellipse w
e50.5, assuming that the Fermi level is somewhat bel
450 meV. This indicates that the position of the resonan
given by the hard wall ellipse might not coincide with th
experimental results.

Since the maxima of the Fermi wave function are n
exactly located at the foci, it is our contention that the im
portant issue is to place the impurity at the maximum of
Fermi wave function. Therefore, geometrical or semiclass
interpretations of the mirage might not be adequate to
dress this phenomenon. To check this, we have studie
square corral, obtaining the mirage effect. Elliptical corr
are very convenient because some states with high quan
numbers~such as the state at the Fermi level for thee50.5
ellipse with the adequate~a! have two main maxima locate
close to the foci of the ellipse. In contrast, all the maxima
a square corral have the same height so that the projec
effect is less pronounced than in the ellipse.

V. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

We now comment on some of the limitations of o
theory. The first has to do with the approximation of t
eigenstates inside the quantum corral as quasibound s
broadened in energy. For a quantitative description of
corral energy spectrum, a more detailed calculation
needed, taking into account the role of the corral atoms
tunneling centers to the bulk states.17 The second is the us
of the Friedel sum rule in a resonant level model. A mo
realistic calculation of the impurity Green’s function wou
imply to take into account the real wave functions inside
corral and the possibility of tunneling from the magne
impurity to the bulk states. The quantitative discrepancy w
the experiments, in what concerns the attenuation of the
rage, should be solved including these effects. A more co
plete theory for the STM through magnetic impurities in m
tallic surfaces without quantum corrals has been develo
in Refs. 9, 10 and 20.

The emphasis of this paper is placed on the qualita
understanding of the mirage rather than on a detailed
scription of the experiments. Our main results are the follo
ing: ~i! The LDOS evaluated at an arbitrary surface pointRW
in the Anderson model, contains information about t
LDOS at the impurity siteRW I . A mirage will appear in a
remote pointRW whenever there is a single quantum state
the Fermi level whose amplitudeceF

peaks both at the im-

purity (RW I) and atRW . In order to avoid destructive interfer
ence between different states, it is necessary that the en
spacing between states with a non-negligible amplitude
the impurity site is bigger than the energy broadeningd. ~ii !
The mirage can be obtained in corrals with shapes other
elliptical. However, the elliptical shape is quite convenie
because some of the corral eigenstates peak strongly at
points very close to the foci.~iii ! Our theory predicts that the

e

e

at
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intensity of the mirage in an elliptical corral oscillates, as
function of the semimajor axis length, keeping fixed the
centricity, with a dominant period oflF/4, in agreement with
Ref. 11.

Note added: During the completion of this paper we be
came aware of a theoretical work addressing the problem
the mirage in an elliptical quantum corral.21 In that work, the
states of the ellipse are described by a more detailed met
assuming that the wall atoms are magnetic, and the issu
the existence of the mirage in different geometries is
addressed. Our theory can be applied to the general case
ett

.S

ys
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quantum corral formed by nonmagnetic scatterers~in which
quantum mirages have also been observed11!.
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